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Abstract

There are many innovative technical developments that are denoted "green", ranging for example from very generic green power to more specific green AI. In the context of soft sensors, this paper describes its extension to green sensing, taking into account and implementing various aspects of efficiency and sustainability in addition to more traditional performance criteria, such as precision, robustness, and interoperability.
1 Introduction

Diverse and in many cases complex sensors are now an integral part of many applications of the industrial internet of things (IIoT). In addition to evaluations and derived formalized measures of the pure performance of technical solutions, considerations of their sustainability are increasingly becoming the focus of attention. In the context of soft sensors, this has not yet been done comprehensively and consistently, although some of its modules already address corresponding sustainability aspects selectively, such as green AI. This paper introduces a comprehensive concept of green sensing and, with the help of some examples, provides essential levers and evaluation mechanisms for the transition of general soft sensor approaches to green sensing, particularly in the context of the industrial internet of things.

2 Concept of soft sensors

Smart sensors have become an indispensable part of the disruptive transformation of our global civic societies in all three sectors of society, such as civil [15, 17], government [7, 12], and business [9, 8]. The concept of soft sensors [8], also referred to as virtual sensors, is often used when complex measured variables are to be determined that are not directly accessible by a physical measurement principle, such as temperature or pressure. Among many others, a prominent example is chemometrics [4] where multivariate statistical calibration models are utilized to derive one or more measured variables from often high-dimensional raw data points, e.g., spectral signatures. Aggregated data from various sources are also frequently used, which need not necessarily all be sensors, but may be derived from state models, for example, or include a-priori expert knowledge that is not explicitly given. Since the relation between raw data and measured variables is typically not available in a mathematically closed form, data-driven approaches, such as machine learning-based calibration models are widely utilized [1].

This development has enabled numerous industrial internet of things applications [3] representing a significant force driving the transformation to Industry 4.0. The modular architecture of IIoT systems comprises four layers in a hierarchical structure of increasing abstractness, from the device layer containing physical components, such as hardware sensors, to the network layer connecting several devices and providing aggregated input to the next higher service layer, where software-embedded algorithms run to model data and derive relevant information. These three layers are matched by the concept of soft sensors, which in turn are key to many IIoT applications. For completeness, the fourth level is the content layer providing the user interface, which will not be considered here.

3 Concept of green sensing

The initial design of the soft sensor framework is focused on sheer functionality and effectiveness to facilitate as many and diverse applications as possible. Efficiency and sustainability, on the other hand, are hardly ever considered. And this is even though some key modules, taken on their own, do now have sustainability considerations. For
Figure 1: Comparison of a standard soft sensor (left panel) with the concept of green sensing (right panel). By means of spectroscopy as selected use case, the figure shows the most significant differences between standard soft sensors and green sensing on all three relevant layers of IIoT. The actual device benefits from fewer spectral bands, which goes hand in hand with less resource (semiconductors, memory, etc.) and energy consumption in the production of the hardware. Both the network and service layers also benefit from fewer spectral bands, as less data needs to be transmitted, processed, and stored, which in turn saves energy during operation on the one hand and raw materials for fewer or smaller hardware components on the other. In particular, the service layer can use widely available processor hardware (e.g., optimized graphics cards) due to optimized complexity, e.g., by moving from floating point 64 to floating point 16 data types.

example, key algorithms of IIoT applications are increasingly running on blockchain technologies, whose initial poor eco-balance has gradually moved into the focus of specific further developments [2]. As noted above, machine learning plays a central role as a pillar of artificial intelligence (AI), and this has been evaluated for some time under the term green AI with regard to sustainability [13].

However, a complete consideration of the efficiency of soft sensors as a whole in terms of their sustainable design and use is more than desirable in light of their expected enormous potential for our society and economy. Consequently, concepts developed under these considerations should be called green sensing although this term has been used occasionally in a different context [6, 16]. Given the wide range of soft sensors, green sensing will have ample facets. Since chemometrics is a particularly relevant application for soft sensors, it will be applied here as a first use case (Figure 1). The setup considered here specifically assumes a spectrometer as the hardware sensor and machine learning as the basis for the calibration model [14]. Starting on the device layer, the transition from general-purpose hyperspectral to tailored multispectral sensor hardware builds the foundation for green sensing in this context. The network
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layer benefits from a significantly reduced number of spectral bands in terms of spectral raw data transmission, buffering, and potentially archiving. In order not to lose precision, robustness (e.g., against noise), and interoperability of the measurement, an adaptive calibration model with respectively low-dimensional input and optimized complexity substitutes the typical full-size model which leads to moderate requirements of resources for developing, validating, and operating the corresponding data processing unit on the service layer.

The green sensing approach presented here, including the selected use case (Figure 1), serves as a formalized basis for a variety of other applications of the concept of soft sensors from the perspective of efficiency and sustainability. Especially applications with high-dimensional and / or numerous aggregated data, whose intrinsic data dimension is however often unrecognized significantly lower, benefit from this approach as expected. In addition to the considerations of data dimensionality prominently presented here, the concept of green sensing also includes considerations of the density and dynamics of the sampling points. Here, the sampling theorem \[5, 11\] is the measure for the optimization.

Another important aspect in the context of green sensing is the utilization of physics-informed machine learning \[10\], e.g., physics-informed neural networks, in soft sensors to overcome the traditional data-driven black-box character of machine learning-based calibration models not just for the sake of sheer performance and potentially better interpretability, but also against the background of efficiency and sustainability. This has positive implications in the environmental footprint of both the training and the recall phase and thus downstream as well for the entire IIoT application implemented with it.

4 Discussion

All aspects mentioned in Sect. 3 together lead to ecologically sustainable and economically even more viable technical solutions for the benefit of global society. This justifies the introduction and usage of such a generic term as green sensing. This is done following similar technical terms, such as green AI or even more general green power.

However, as with all these theoretical concepts, viewed from a scientific perspective, a quantitative definition or at least a threshold whether or not something is green, appears rather impractical. In this respect, retreating to the position that the above-mentioned principles have been, at least partially, taken into account and implemented during soft sensor development is also a sensible approach here, leading to clear added value with regard to efficiency and sustainability. As a subset of soft sensors, green sensing denotes innovative technical approaches with an extended focus on the ecological impact of the underlying application.
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